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Abstract

This study explores one aspect of the articulatory mechanism that un-

derlies emotional speech production, namely the behavior of linguisti-

cally critical and non-critical articulators in the encoding of emotional

information. The hypothesis is that the possible larger kinematic vari-

ability in the behavior of non-critical articulators enables revealing un-

derlying emotional expression goal more explicitly than that of the criti-

cal articulators; the critical articulators are strictly controlled in service

of achieving linguistic goals, and exhibit smaller kinematic variability.

This hypothesis is examined by kinematic analysis of the movements

of critical and non-critical speech articulators gathered using eletro-

magnetic articulography during spoken expressions of five categorical

emotions. Analysis results at the level of consonant-vowel-consonant

segments reveal that critical articulators for the consonants show more

(less) peripheral articulations during production of the CVC syllables

for high (low) arousal emotions, while non-critical articulators show less

sensitive emotional variation of articulatory position to the linguistic

gestures. Analysis results at the individual phonetic targets show that

overall, between- and within-emotion variability in articulatory posi-

tions is larger for non-critical cases than for critical cases. Finally,

the results of simulation experiments suggest that the postural varia-

tion of non-critical articulators depending on emotion is significantly

associated with the controls of critical articulators.

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Aj, 43.72.Ar
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies have shown that the emotional states of speakers influence the acous-

tic and articulatory characteristics of their speech. While studies on the acoustic proper-

ties of voice quality and prosody of emotional speech abound in the literature (Gobl and

Nı’Chasaide, 2003; Ververidis and Kotropoulos, 2006; Williams and Stevens, 1972; Lee and

Narayanan, 2009; Yildirim et al., 2004; Busso et al., 2009), there are considerably fewer stud-

ies about articulatory details of emotional speech, presumably due to difficulties in obtaining

direct articulatory data. Although various techniques, such as X-ray microbeam (Fujimura

et al., 1973), ultrasound (Stone, 2005), electromagnetic articulography, or EMA (Iskarous

et al., 2010; Perkell et al., 1992), and magnetic resonance imaging, or MRI (Narayanan et al.,

1995, 2004) have been used for the study of speech production, the data collection environ-

ment is not ideal for investigating natural emotion expression in speech. Nevertheless, it has

been shown that distinctive emotional information is present in EMA data of elicited and

acted emotional speech (Erickson et al., 2004, 2006; Lee et al., 2005). In particular, it has

been reported that the position and speed of articulators, particularly their properties at

the syllable, word and utterance levels, are important emotional features (Lee et al., 2005,

2006; Kim et al., 2009, 2011, 2012). Preliminary results on the interplay between prosodic

characteristics and articulatory movements as a function of emotion have also been reported

(Kim et al., 2010).

Despite progress in understanding the articulatory aspects of emotional speech, there is

still limited knowledge about the behavior of individual articulators for achieving emotional

goals in parallel with linguistic goals during speech production. The present study aims at

investigating the relationship between the variability in the kinematic behavior of specific

articulators for the achievement of specific linguistic and emotional goals during speech

production. A better understanding of such details can shed further light on intra-speaker

variability in speech production. Such knowledge can also benefit modeling and synthesis of
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emotional speech.

Linguistic criticality of articulators is an important factor to characterize articulatory

variability during speech production. For achieving certain linguistic goals, (linguistically)

critical articulators are more carefully controlled and display less variability, than non-critical

articulators. For example, in producing /t/, it is essential that the tongue tip comes in in-

stantaneous contact with the alveolar ridge, while the positions of the lips and the tongue

dorsum may be more variable. In this case, the tongue tip is considered the critical articu-

lator for /t/, while the lips and the tongue dorsum are considered non-critical articulators.

The linguistic criticality of articulators can also be categorized based on the direction of

movements, which depends on constriction locations. For example, horizontal constriction

of the tongue body is critical for pharyngeal vowels, while vertical constriction is critical for

palatal vowels.

The present study investigates the roles of non-critical articulators for emotional infor-

mation encoding. Ananthakrishnan and Engwall (2008) reported that movement informa-

tion from the critical articulators alone may be enough to almost fully encode the linguistic

message. They showed that, from the viewpoint of linguistic encoding, the movements of

non-critical articulators reflect temporal linguistic context, displaying interpolative motions

of preceding and following critical points under vocal-tract physiological constraints. From

the viewpoint of emotional encoding, we hypothesize that the motions of non-critical ar-

ticulators may encode emotion-distinctive information, in tandem with the aforementioned

interpolative movements. In the present paper we test this hypothesis on the basis of the

binary distinctions of articulator criticality in realizing speech gestures within the framework

of articulatory phonology (Browman and Goldstein, 1989) and implemented in the task dy-

namics application model (Nam et al., 2004). Further details of this setup is provided in

Sec. III.

We thus investigate the following three questions: (i) In what ways do the kinematics of

critical and non-critical articulators vary as a function of emotions? (ii) Are the kinematics

of non-critical articulators more emotion-distinctive compared to the kinematics of critical
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articulators? (iii) Is the emotion-dependent variability of non-critical articulators simply

mechanical outcome of controls on critical articulators? In order to address the first and

second questions we analyzed articulatory variability as function of emotion at the syllable

and phone levels. At the syllable level, several static and dynamic articulatory parameters

extracted from EMA data at manually labeled phone-target and transition points were ana-

lyzed using distribution plots. Phone-level analysis focused on understanding the variability

of task-oriented articulatory trajectory formation in emotional speech. The emotional vari-

ation in articulatory position at phone targets was quantified by the average of centroid

distance and mean dispersion, which represent the variability between emotions and within

each emotion, respectively. Critical and non-critical cases are compared across phones using

these two standardized measures. In order to address the third question, we compared the

emotion-dependent postural variation of true and estimated articulatory trajectories, where

the estimated trajectories were generated as a function of the movements of only critical

articulators. High similarity of the emotion-dependent variation of the two trajectories (true

and estimated) implies considerable dependency of the emotional variation of non-critical

articulators to controls of critical articulators. The articulatory model proposed in our

previous study (Kim et al., 2014b) was used for this simulation experiment.

In Section II of this paper, we describe our methods for collecting, evaluating and pro-

cessing articulatory data of emotional speech. In Section III we explain our binary catego-

rization of articulators in terms of their linguistic task criticality. In Sections IV and V we

present our methods and results for the syllable level and phone level analyses, respectively.

In Sections VI we present our methods and results of the simulation experiment. In Section

VII we provide a discussion of the results.
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II. DATABASE

A. Data description

This study uses an articulatory database of emotional speech production collected at

the University of Southern California. ElectroMagnetic Articulography (EMA) was used

for the data collection as described in Kim et al. (2011). The database includes speech

waveforms, sampled at 16 kHz, and corresponding 3D coordinates of six sensors attached to

oral articulators, sampled at 200 Hz. Figure 1 shows the placement of the six sensors in the

mid-sagittal plane. Three sensors were placed on the tongue surface: the front-most sensor

(noted as tongue tip in the figure) was placed about 0.5 - 1 cm behind the anatomical tongue

tip for monitoring the movement of the tongue tip as well as minimizing its interference on

the articulatory action, the rear-most sensor (noted as tongue dorsum in the figure) was

attached as far back as possible for speakers (approximately 4 - 4.5 cm behind the tongue

tip sensor) for capturing the movements of the tongue dorsum; and the third sensor (noted

as tongue blade) was positioned between the tongue tip and tongue dorsum sensors (about

2.5 - 3 cm behind the tongue tip sensor). Sensors were also glued on the upper and lower

lips. Finally, a sensor was attached on the lower incisor for monitoring the movement of

the jaw. The trajectories of the six sensors were recorded with a Carstens’ AG500 EMA

system. Three native speakers of American English, one male (referred to as SB) and two

female (JR and JN) produced speech in five acted categorical emotions (neutrality, hot

anger, cold anger, happiness, and sadness) and three speaking styles (normal, loud, fast).

The speakers had previous training in theatre and acting. They were instructed to read four

or five repetitions of seven sentences in every combination of the five emotions and the three

speaking styles. See Appendix (A) for the seven sentences. There were 524 utterances for

JR (7 sentences × 5 emotions × 3 styles × 5 repetitions - 1 erroneous recording which was

discarded), 440 utterances for JN (7 sentences × 5 emotions × 3 styles × 4 or 5 repetitions - 2

erroneous recordings) and 417 for SB (7 sentences × 5 emotions × 3 styles × 4 repetitions - 3

erroneous recordings). Fast style utterances were excluded from analysis, because variation
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due to the intended speaking rate change was not within the scope of the present study.

On the other hand, loud style utterances were included, because loudness of speech is an

important factor of emotion expression and perception especially for distinguishing emotions

in the arousal dimension (Kim et al., 2011).

The 3D coordinates of the six sensor position data were corrected for head movement,

and the orientation of articulatory trajectories was fixed to the occlusal plane. The orien-

tation of the occlusal plane was measured using a half-rounded bite plane on which three

sensors were attached. We use the projections of the EMA sensors on the (horizontal) x-axis

and the (vertical) y-axis shown in Figure 1. Each raw articulatory trajectory (evolution of

sensor position projected on the x- or y-axis) was smoothed by a 9th-order Butterworth

filter with a 15 Hz cutoff frequency as in Lee et al. (2005).

B. Emotion evaluation

The emotion expressed in each audio utterance spoken by the three speakers of the

database was evaluated by either four or five listeners, native speakers of American English

and either undergraduate or graduate students at the University of Southern California (see

http://sail.usc.edu/data/ema_eval_jr_short for the evaluation interface). For each

speech audio, listeners were asked to choose (1) the best-representative emotion among six

emotion categories (neutrality, hot anger, cold anger, happiness, sadness and other), (2) the

degree of confidence in their evaluation and (3) the strength of emotion expression. Only

speech audio was provided to the listeners in a randomized order, without showing any

intended goal (loudness and emotion) of the speakers. They were asked to choose ‘other’

when none of the five given emotion categories was a good match to what they perceived.

Confidence and strength were evaluated on a five-point Likert scale.

The most representative emotion for each utterance was determined by majority voting.

If two emotions had the same evaluation scores, then the one with higher confidence score was

chosen. The confidence of each evaluator was normalized by z-scoring across all utterances.
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Utterances which did not satisfy the majority voting criteria were discarded in order to

maximize distinctive articulatory characteristics among the five categorical emotions for the

present analysis. In the end, 312 utterances of JR’s data, 281 utterances of JN’s data, and

267 utterances of SB’s data were used for analysis. It needs to be noted that the non-

selected utterances are still important data for emotional speech research, since they may

reflect ambiguous displays, and heterogeneity in judging emotions. For example, it would be

important to understand what varies for emotional speech production and perception from

one speaker to another because of individual differences in terms of gender, personality and

prior experience.

Table I shows the confusion matrix among emotions perceived by the judges (i.e., the

result of majority voting) and emotions intended by the speakers (target emotions). The

matching ratios between intended and evaluated emotions are comparable to previous studies

(Grimm et al., 2007; Shami and Verhelst, 2007). In addition, we observed a significant

degree of confusion between hot anger and cold anger across all speakers, indicating that

the two emotions are quite similar in terms of perception and/or expression. Loudly spoken

(intended) neutral speech was often perceived as cold or hot anger, especially for JN’s data.

Also, judges had a preference for hot anger to cold anger in loud style speech. These are

in line with the observations of previous studies (e.g., Kim et al. (2011)), which noted that

loudness of speech is an important factor of emotion expression and perception, especially

for distinguishing categorical emotions in the arousal dimension. Finally, loudly spoken

(intended) happy speech was often perceived as hot anger, presumably due to the fact that

they are close in the arousal dimension of emotion perception.

III. CRITICAL AND NON-CRITICAL ARTICULATORS IN SPEECH

In the present study, the linguistic criticality of speech articulators for the realization of

each phone is determined on the basis of the framework of Articulatory Phonology (Browman

and Goldstein, 1989) and its computational ancillary Task Dynamics Model (Saltzman and
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Kelso, 1987; Saltzman and Munhall, 1989). Articulatory Phonology views the speech pro-

duction process as composed of articulatory gestures. Specifically, the formation and release

of constrictions in the vocal tract is represented by gestures depending on linguistic context,

hence lexical items are differentiated by different gestural composition. The gestures are

defined in terms of specific tract variables (e.g., lip aperture, tongue tip constriction degree)

in task dynamics, which specifies the sets of articulators contributing to each tract variable

parameters. In our subsequent analysis, we consider as critical articulators for a given phone

those that the task dynamics application model (Nam et al., 2004) regards as involved in the

production of that phone; the rest are considered non-critical. Alternative ways of specifying

the linguistic criticality of articulators have been previously proposed. Notably, Jackson and

Singampalli (2008) proposed an empirical approach based on Kullback-Leibler divergence,

based on the assumption that the variance of articulatory positions in the mid-sagittal plane

is smaller for critical articulators than non-critical articulators. The validity of this assump-

tion has been supported by several experimental results Papcun et al. (1992), Frankel and

King (2001) and Jackson and Singampalli (2008). This was done, however, only for the case

of neutral speech; validity in para-linguistic quality, such as emotion, was never considered.

For consonants, we consider that the lower lip, tongue tip, and tongue dorsum sensors

correspond to labial, apical, and dorsal articulators, respectively. Table II shows the list of

consonants used for analysis and the sensors corresponding to their critical or non-critical

articulators. Even though the motions of both upper and lower lips are considered important

for the production of bilabial consonants, we consider here only lower lip sensor as critical

for the sake of analytic simplicity, taking also into account that the motion of the upper

lip is highly correlated with the motion of the lower lip during constriction and releasing

gestures for the bilabial consonants.

The situation is more complicated for vowels, because the critical gestures for vowel

production do not rely on constriction in a single narrow region in the vocal tract, but on

multiple regions or at least on a wider constriction, compared to consonants (Jackson and

Singampalli, 2009; Recasens et al., 1997). For example, it is not clear which tongue sensor is
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most representative, and how much, for the wide palatal region of most vowels. Also, it is not

straightforward how to choose sensors for a pharyngeal constriction gesture critical for /æ/,

/A/ and /O/. Although Jackson and Singampalli (2009) suggested a simple way (i.e., tongue-

tip sensor for front, tongue-blade sensor for mid and tongue-dorsum sensor for back vowels)

to achieve this, there are still other issues, such as the inter-subject variability in terms of

vocal tract shape and articulatory controls or the inconsistency of attached sensor positions

across speakers at data collection. For these reasons, we analyze vowels separately from

consonants and compare the relative articulatory variability within a relevant articulator for

the production of the vowels. For example, the palatal constriction gesture is critical for /i/,

hence we consider the vertical movement of the tongue dorsum to be more critical than the

horizontal movement for the vowel. Because the pharyngeal constriction gesture is critical

for /A/, we consider the horizontal movement of the tongue dorsum to be more critical than

the vertical movement.

IV. LANDMARKS-BASED ANALYSIS ON SYLLABLE SEGMENTS

In this section, we investigate how emotion affects articulatory kinematics during sylla-

ble production, conditioned on whether the articulators in question are deemed linguistically

critical for the initial and final consonants in the CVC syllables considered. Syllable seg-

ments allow us to study emotion variation at phone-target points as well as consonant-vowel

transitions for different levels of linguistic criticality of articulators. Our hypothesis is that

emotion coloring is more prominently manifested in the kinematics of non-critical artic-

ulators than in the kinematics of critical articulators. Since inter-speaker differences in

emotion expression are widespread but not fully understood, all experiments in this paper

were done separately for each speaker of the database (within-speaker analysis). We begin

with analyzing how emotion-related variability of articulatory movements in the syllable

varies depending on the linguistic criticality of the articulators.
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A. Selection of syllables

We chose CVC syllables with identical place of articulation for the first and second

consonants for fair comparisons between constricting and releasing articulatory movements.

More specifically, we used the syllables, /p i p/, /n aI n/, /f aI v/, /p A p/, /t aI t/, /n aI t/,

/p aI p/, /d oU n/ and /p u p/. Table III shows the number of CVC syllable segments used

for analysis. The movements of critical articulators for the consonants in these syllables are

captured by the tongue tip or the lower lip sensor. Note that we consider the emotional

quality of each monosyllabic word the same as that of the corresponding utterance produced

by the actors.

B. Extraction of articulatory parameters

We targeted five linguistically important landmark time points in each CVC: (1) onset

of the release of the first consonant; (2) instant of maximum velocity during the release of

the first consonant; (3) instant of maximum opening of the vowel; (4) instant of maximum

velocity during the movement towards the second consonant closure; (5) onset of the second

consonant closure. The landmark points were selected based on the vertical trajectory

of the critical articulator (for onset/coda consonants). Figure 2 illustrates where the five

landmark points are located on the lower lip trajectory on the vertical axis during a /p A

p/ syllable segment. Landmarks 1 and 5 for each syllable were determined in the vertical

movement range, algorithmically chosen to be at the position 3% lower from the highest

position value in the CV regions and of the VC regions, respectively. Landmark 3 was

determined at the maximal vertical displacement of the jaw from the occlusal plane in the

vocalic region. Landmarks 2 and 4 were determined at the points of the maximal absolute

first-order derivatives in the CV regions and in the VC regions, respectively. The landmarks

serve as basis for the standardization of articulatory parameters of different speakers and

emotions.

At these five landmarks, articulatory kinematic parameters (position, speed and accel-
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eration) of critical and non-critical articulators were measured. More specifically, positions

in the horizontal and vertical directions, tangential speed and tangential acceleration were

extracted from EMA sensor trajectories at each landmark. In order to minimize the effects

of sensor tracking error, CVC syllables were discarded if any extracted position parameter

was outside the ±3σ range from the mean of the parameter, where σ and the mean were

calculated over all data for each speaker. In total, 20 kinematic parameters (5 landmarks ×

4 measurements) were extracted for each articulator.

C. Statistical analysis of syllable-level kinematics

In this section, we investigate what kinematic aspects of critical and non-critical articula-

tors reveal significant emotional information and how they differ as function of criticality. A

Kruskal-Wallis test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1952) was conducted on each articulatory kinematic

parameter to reveal which parameters are emotionally significant. The null hypothesis of this

test is that the samples (of each parameter) come from the same populations (of categorical

emotions), while the alternative hypothesis is that the samples comes from populations, at

least two of which differ with respect to location. The Kruskal-Wallis test is a nonpara-

metric method which does not assume normal, or Gaussian, distribution of data points.

We observed that sample distributions vary depending on articulatory parameters and that

some features do not have normal distribution. For example, the distribution of tongue tip

position in the x axis at landmark 1 (onset of release) was close to the normal distribution,

while the distribution of tangential speed of the tongue tip at landmark 3 was considerably

skewed to zero. Note that tangential speed at largest opening point is supposed to be small

in general. The result of a Shapiro-Wilk test on the tangential speed of the tongue tip at

landmark 3 of each emotion and each speaker also supported that the population of the

feature was not normally distributed (p < 0.05).

Figure 3 shows the p-value of the Kruskal-Wallis test on each parameter for the five

emotion classes. This figure shows, on top of large speaker dependence in emotional variation
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reflected in individual articulatory parameters, speaker-independent aspects of emotion-

dependent articulatory variability in the given datasets of the three speakers. First, this

figure shows that all tangential accelerations of the tongue tip are significantly different

among five emotions for all speakers (H(4) < 9.49, p < 0.05). This result implies that

emotion influences the variation of tangential acceleration of the tongue tip throughout the

entire syllable, regardless of the linguistic criticality of the tongue tip. Also, the vertical

positionings of the tongue tip at landmarks 2 and 3 are statistically significant (H(4) <

9.49, p < 0.05), which indicates that the vertical positions of the tongue tip during releasing

and at the largest opening are affected by emotion expression for all speakers. For lower lip

parameters, horizontal position at the landmark 2, vertical position at landmarks 1, 2 and 5,

tangential speed at landmarks 2 and 4, and acceleration at landmarks 1 and 4 are statistically

significant for all speakers (H(4) < 9.49, p < 0.05). The difference of significant parameters

of the tongue tip and the lower lip suggests that emotion-dependent variability appearing in

articulatory movement margins (for the CVC syllables examined) is articulator-dependent.

Figure 3 also shows that some articulatory parameters of both tongue tip and lower lip

are significantly different for the five emotions. Vertical position and tangential speed at the

landmark 2 (maximum speed point during constriction release) and tangential acceleration

at the landmark 4 (maximum speed point during constriction formation) are statistically

significant parameters (H(4) < 9.49, p < 0.05) for all speakers, indicating that the movements

of the two articulators during transition regions between two adjacent linguistic target po-

sitions are important sources of emotional information.

It is also observed in Figure 3 that some kinematic parameters of critical articulators

are significant at landmarks 1 and 5, but not significant at landmark 3. For example, for

speakers JN and JR, when the tongue tip is critical, tangential speed at the landmark 3 is

not statistically significant (H(4) > 9.49p > 0.05), while tangential speed at landmarks 1 and

5 is significant (H(4) < 9.49p < 0.05). For a better understanding of this phenomenon, we

examined the horizontal and vertical speed at the releasing onset and constriction/closure

onset points separately. Figure 4 shows the histograms of vertical velocity for each emotion at
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releasing onset (landmark 1) in JN’s data, as an example. We found that articulatory speed

at onsets of release and closure were still significantly affected by emotion. More specifically,

on average, higher horizontal and vertical speeds were detected at the two onsets in high

arousal emotions, such as hot anger and happiness, than in the other emotions (e.g., sadness),

while horizontal speed was lowest in sadness (low arousal emotion). In fact, tangential speed

of critical articulators at landmarks 2 and 4 is also statistically significant for both tongue tip

and lower lip in all speakers data in Figure 3. These results indicate that, on average, initial

and maximum articulatory speed during consonant-to-vowel transition, and maximum and

final articulatory speed during vowel-to-consonant transition contain significant emotional

information for critical articulators. These trends were not consistently detected in the

non-critical articulators.

D. Analysis on the distributions of articulatory positions

We also compared the distributions of the positions of critical and non-critical articu-

lators at landmarks using two-sigma (two standard deviations) ellipses. Our goal with this

analysis was to understand in what ways the movements of critical and non-critical articu-

lators vary across emotions. Figure 5 illustrates emotion-dependent articulatory variability

depending on the linguistic criticality. It is noted that the contrast of criticality of the

tongue tip and the lower lip is greatest for consonants (landmarks 1 and 5), and the contrast

decreases as being closer to the largest opening (corresponding to landmark 3) for vowels,

since the criticality of articulator is categorized for consonants, not for vowels. Considering

only the case of critical articulators (subfigures in the first and third rows of Figure 5), we

observe that the divergence of non-neutral emotion ellipses from a neutrality ellipse was

associated with the arousal dimension of emotions when the articulators were critical (for

consonants), i.e. high arousal emotions showed greater divergence from neutrality than low

arousal emotions. The dispersion of ellipse centers across emotions tended to be maintained

throughout the CVC syllable regions for non-critical articulators. For example, when the
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lower lip is critical, the center of the hot anger ellipse is located higher than the center of

the neutrality ellipse at landmark 1, then located lower at landmarks 2 and 3 (releasing

and largest opening points, respectively), and finally located higher again at landmark 5

(closure formation). On the other hand, when the lower lip is non-critical, the relative loca-

tions of ellipse centers are consistent for all landmarks. This difference between critical and

non-critical articulators is observed for all speakers.

Figure 6 illustrates emotional variations on articulatory trajectories of the tongue tip and

the lower lip depending on their criticality. The articulatory segment is for ‘nine tight night

pipes” (see Sec. A for their sentence stimulus). In order to compare articulatory trajectories

of different emotions, articulatory trajectories of each instance were aligned to a reference

trajectory which is arbitrarily chosen from neutral emotion data. Dynamic time warping

(Sakoe and Chiba, 1978) with Euclidean distance between articulatory trajectories was used

for the alignment. After alignment, average trajectories for each emotion were obtained by

computing the frame-level mean of trajectories after a spline interpolation to 400 frames.

It was observed that when the articulator was critical for consonants, the articulations

of hot anger and happiness often showed larger openings for vowels and exaggerated con-

strictions for consonants, while the articulations of sadness often showed smaller openings

for vowels and smaller constrictions for consonants. When the articulator was non-critical,

relative articulatory positioning among different emotions tended to be less sensitive to clo-

sure and opening gestures of the co-occurring critical articulators. This contrast of critical

and non-critical cases was also observed in the data of all speakers, except the non-critical

cases of JR’s data. However, the two-sigma ellipses plot (drawn with more data than the

four words) of JR’s data supports that the relative articulatory positioning of different emo-

tions for non-critical cases varies less in JR’s data. This may be due to the speaker-specific

characteristic of JR, that is the significantly correlated vertical movements of the tongue tip

and the lower lip as shown in Figure 7. This figure shows correlation coefficients of tongue

tip and lower lip movements in the vertical direction, which were computed from the average

vertical trajectories of the two articulators for each emotion in “nine tight night pipes.” Fig-
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ure 7 indicates that the vertical movements of the two articulators are most correlated for

all emotions in JR’s data. Highly correlated movements of the two articulators of JR imply

that the lower lip and the tongue tip movements are being coupled during the production of

the monosyllabic words. This may suggest that the dependency between articulators is not

a static parameter which is associated with only anatomical structure and coordination for

linguistic encoding, but a dynamic parameter related to other factors, e.g., para-linguistic

factors.

Figure 5 also shows the difference of articulatory variability during closure-to-releasing

and approaching-to-closure motions. If the tongue tip is critical for consonants, the articu-

latory position shows greater variation at the landmark 1 than at the landmark 5 in terms of

ellipse sizes and the dispersion of ellipse centers in the horizontal and vertical directions. In

fact, such variation of articulatory position is greater at the landmark 2 than the landmark

4. This is counter-intuitive, because constriction formation of critical articulators for con-

sonants is more actively and carefully controlled than releasing, hence approaching motions

are likely to show less variability. The effect of co-articulation may be one possible reason

for this phenomenon. The constriction gesture of the tongue tip for the second consonants

in /n aI t/ and /n aI n/ may have become loosened by overlapping closure gestures of the

lower lip for the following consonants, bilabial /p/ and labio-dental /f/, respectively (see

Appendix. A for full sentences).

In summary, we found that emotion affects the kinematics of both non-critical and

critical articulators in the CVC syllable segments considered. The emotionally significant

kinematic parameters vary depending on speakers and articulators. In addition, when ar-

ticulators are critical for consonants in the CVC syllables, greater openings for vowels and

stronger constrictions for consonants for high arousal emotions are observed. When artic-

ulators are non-critical, relative articulatory positioning for different emotions tend to be

less sensitive to closure and opening gestures of the co-occurring critical articulator. These

results suggest that emotion affects the articulatory positioning for non-critical articula-

tors and the movement range of critical articulators, controlled for achieving (short-term)
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linguistic goals.

V. ARTICULATORY VARIABILITY ANALYSIS AT THE PHONE LEVEL

Previous sections studied emotional variation in articulatory kinematics depending on

the linguistic criticality of articulators with a limited dataset of CVC syllables. This section

studies emotional variation of articulatory behaviors at phone target positions using the

entire EMA database (excluding fast style speech as noted earlier).

A. Experimental Setup

The comparison of critical and non-critical articulators in terms of the articulatory vari-

ability of target phone position for different emotions requires determining when articulators

reach the target position (steady-state point) for each phone. Manual selection of steady-

state points in the whole EMA database is time-consuming. Acoustic boundaries determined

by an automatic phonetic alignment do not inform articulatory target points directly. We

determined the best steady-state point of each phone as follows. First, we determined pho-

netic boundaries using a hidden Markov model based automatic phonetic alignment toolkit,

the Penn Phonetics Lab Forced Aligner (Yuan and Liberman, 2008), followed by manual

correction of misalignment outputs. For each phone, we searched for the best steady state

point among multiple candidates. In the case of vowels, candidate points comprised the

articulatory positions on the x and y axes of each articulator at three points: the middle

frame, 20 msec before the middle frame, and 20 msec after the middle frame with respect

to the manually corrected phone boundary. In the case of consonants, candidate point com-

prised the articulatory positions on the x and y axes of each articulator at the same three

points, plus four additional points: (i) the highest point on the y axis in a large marginal

region (20 msec before and after phone boundary); (ii) the highest point on the y axis in

a small marginal region (10 msec before and after phone boundary); (iii) minimum tangen-

tial speed points in the large marginal region; (iv) minimum tangential point in the small
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marginal region. The reason for using the marginal regions instead of just phone boundaries

is that acoustic phone boundaries do not always include the steady-state points of articula-

tory movements. Next, for each phone we calculated the mean of Euclidean distances from

the median sample point to each articulatory position sample of each of the three frames for

vowels or each of the seven frames for consonants. The frame of the least mean value was

selected as the steady-state point for the phone.

Our foremost interest is the behavior at the phone level of (linguistically) critical and

non-critical articulators in emotional speech production. However, from a statistical ex-

perimental design perspective the phone identity factor is nested in the criticality factor,

which means that any analysis interested in the articulatory variability for different degrees

of linguistic criticality requires a normalized representation of the variability across phones.

To address this problem, we tried two different methods for parameterizing articulatory

variability fairly applicable across phones, using (i) the centroid distances between emotion

cluster pairs, and (ii) the mean deviation within emotion for every phone. The details of

the two methods are explained in the sections that follow.

B. Analysis of Inter-Emotion Variability of Articulatory Kinematics

In this section, we investigate how the degree of linguistic criticality of articulators is

associated with inter-emotion variability. In particular, we examine which articulatory type

(critical or non-critical) displays more inter-emotion variability in the articulatory phonetic

target position. The inter-emotion variability in articulatory target positioning is quantified

by the average of the centroid distances between emotion cluster pairs, where the centroid

is the mean position of all samples of each emotion cluster. This parameter measures the

averaged distance between the centers of different emotion clusters for each phone. Let xki

denote the arithmetic mean of all samples of the vertical or horizontal coordinate of a given

EMA sensor’s position in emotion i and phone k. Suppose the number of emotion clusters

is N . Then the average of the centroid distances between emotion cluster pairs of phone k,
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denoted by Dk, is calculated as

Dk =
1

C(N,2)∑i,j
d(xki , xkj ), i ≠ j (1)

where C(N,2) is the number of 2-combinations from N elements; d(a, b) is the Euclidean

distance between a and b.

Figure 8 shows the box plots of Dk of critical and non-critical cases for each articulator.

First, this figure shows that on average, the Dk of the horizontal lower lip positions at

phone targets is greater for non-critical articulators than for critical articulators. We also

conducted a one-tailed t-test with the hypothesis that the Dk of the horizontal lower lip

positions at phone targets is greater for non-critical cases than for critical cases. Results

indicated that the difference between critical and non-critical cases was significant for JR

(t=3.31,p=0.00) and SB (t=2.68,p=0.01), but it was not significant for JN (t=1.43,p=0.09)

at the 0.05 level. For the vertical position of the lower lip, the difference between critical and

non-critical cases in terms of Dk was speaker-dependent: The average of Dk was greater for

non-critical cases than for critical cases in the data of JN and JR, while it was the other way

round in SB’s data. These results suggest that on average, the mean positions of the lower

lip for different emotions are more consistently dispersed for non-critical cases compared

critical cases, only in the horizontal direction.

We investigated the variation of the horizontal position of the lower lip more specifically

for each emotion and each phone. Figure 9 shows the mean horizontal position of the lower

lip of each emotion after aligning the mean of neutrality to be 0 for each phone in SB

data, as an example. We found that the lower lip showed a posterior position for most

phones when speakers expressed happy emotions than the other emotions. These trends

were observed in the data of all speakers. The retraction of the lower lip for happiness

was statistically significant in the result of one-tailed t-test (t=7.38,p=0.00). We also found

that on average, the retraction of the lower lip for happiness occurred more significantly for

non-critical cases than for critical-cases. One possible reason is that when speakers express

happy emotion, their lip might have been stretched to the sides often, pulling the lower lip
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backward (smile-like gesture).

For each of the tongue sensors, the average Dk of the vertical position was larger for

non-critical cases than for critical cases for all speakers. This indicates that on average,

the vertical position of the tongue tip and the tongue dorsum at phone targets is more

dispersed for non-critical cases than for critical cases. The difference between non-critical

and critical cases was statistically significant at the 0.05 level for the tongue dorsum data

of JN (t=2.33,p=0.02) and the tongue tip data of JR (t=0.96,p=0.01) by one-tailed t-test,

while it was not significant for the other cases. On the other hand Dk of horizontal position

was (even slightly) greater for critical cases than for non-critical cases for all speakers’ data.

The difference, however, was not significant for any of them at the 0.05 level of the one-

tailed t-test. These results indicate that on average, the mean positions of the lower lip for

different emotions are more dispersed for non-critical cases than critical cases, consistently

only in the vertical direction.

From our investigation on the tongue data for each emotion and each phone, it was

observed that on average, the tongue dorsum as a critical articulator showed more upward

constriction for velar stops, such as /g/ and /k/, when the emotional state of speakers were

hot anger (and cold anger for JN and SB) as opposed to other emotions. More forward

positioning of the tongue dorsum was also observed for hot anger, except for /k/ in SB’s

data. Figure 10 shows the horizontal and vertical positions of the tongue dorsum for each

emotion and each phone in JN’s data, as an example. These results suggest that tongue

dorsum closure gesture is stronger for hot anger than for the other emotions.

Finally, we also examined whether the tongue tip and the tongue dorsum showed dif-

ferent emotional variance depending on the linguistic criticality for vowels. According to

the gestural description in the task dynamics application model (Nam et al., 2004), palatal

constriction gesture is critical for /i/, /I/ and /E/, while pharyngeal constriction gesture

is critical for /æ/, /A/ and /O/. It is reasonably assumed that the linguistic criticality of

the vertical tongue dorsum position is higher for the palatal vowels than for the pharyngeal

vowels. Also, it is assumed that the criticality of the horizontal tongue dorsum position is
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higher for the pharyngeal vowels than the palatal vowels. Figure 11 shows the average of Dk

of the tongue dorsum position in the horizontal and vertical directions for each of palatal

and pharyngeal vowels. We found that on average, Dk of the tongue dorsum horizontal

position was greater for the palatal vowels than for the pharyngeal vowels in all speakers’

data, while Dk of the tongue dorsum vertical position was greater for the pharyngeal vowels

than for the palatal vowels. This result implies that for vowels, the tongue dorsum position

in less constrained direction displays more inter-emotion variation than in more constrained

direction.

C. Analysis of Within-Emotion Variability of Articulatory Kinematics

In the previous section, we investigated inter-emotion variability of the mean position

of articulators as a function of linguistic constraints. In this section, we investigate within-

emotion variability in terms of the range of articulatory positions for critical and non-

critical articulators. That is, we study in what way criticality associates with the range of

articulatory positions for phone targets in each emotion. We also test our hypothesis that

non-critical articulators have more emotional variation, particularly in terms of the within-

emotion dispersion at articulatory target points, than critical articulators. We quantified the

articulatory range variability of each emotion by the mean deviation of articulatory position

samples in the horizontal or vertical direction.

First, we conducted one-tailed t-tests on the hypothesis that non-critical articulators

had larger range of articulatory target position than critical articulators for each emotion.

Table IV shows the results. We found that on average, non-critical articulators show greater

mean deviation than critical articulators in most cases (as indicated by positive t-statistic

value in Table IV), which supports the hypothesis, overall. The statistical significance in

Table IV is largely speaker-dependent. For example, the difference between critical and

non-critical in the vertical mean deviation of the tongue tip data of JN is not significant for

any case, while the difference in the vertical mean deviation of the tongue tip data of JR is
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significant for four emotions (neutrality, hot anger, cold anger and sadness).

We also examined emotional variation of the positions of articulators depending on

linguistic criticality more specifically for each phone. Figure 12 shows the scatter plot of the

mean deviation of articulatory target positions in the vertical direction for each phone in

SB’s data as an example. We observed that overall, the mean deviations of the tongue tip,

the tongue dorsum, and the lower lip at phone targets were larger when these articulators

were non-critical than when they were critical. However, it is not always true for some cases.

For vertical tongue tip position, the mean deviations of velar stops (/g/ and /k/) tended

to be lower than those of the other non-critical cases (e.g., /f/,/m/,/p) and even similar to

those of critical cases (e.g., /d/, /D/, /n/). We note that two tongue sensors were placed

about 1.5 ∼ 2 cm closer to each other than the anatomical tongue tip and velar closure

point on the tongue surface (tongue dorsum), which may have increased the dependency

between the tongue tip and tongue dorsum motions. Hence, we speculate that tongue

tip position was associated with tongue dorsum position more than the lower lip position,

resulting in more limited tongue tip position variation for the velar stops than for the labial

consonants. We also observe that, in the critical cases of the tongue tip, the maximal mean

deviations in both horizontal and vertical directions for alveolar fricatives (/s/ and /z/) were

always smaller than those for alveolar stops (/d/, /n/, /t/) in all speakers’ data, presumably

because alveolar fricatives require more careful maneuver than alveolar stops (Subtelny and

Oya, 1972).

For the tongue dorsum, closure gesture for velar stops (/g/ and /k/) showed less mean

deviation in the vertical direction compared to alveolar fricatives (/s/ and /z/) across all

emotions. Although wide opening gesture of the tongue dorsum (as well as constriction

gesture of the tongue tip) is essential for a production of the alveolar fricatives (Nam et al.,

2004), the result suggests that this wide opening gesture does not require a strict control of

the constriction degree. Speaker-independent pattern contrasting the alveolar stops and the

alveolar fricatives was not observed in the results of the tongue dorsum horizontal position.
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VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

In this section, we examine whether the large variability of non-critical articulators is

the mechanical outcome of the controls of critical articulators. We first synthesize non-

critical articulatory trajectories on the basis of the physiological constraints that govern the

spatio-temporal relationships among all articulators and the time points when given artic-

ulators are linguistically critical. The emotional variations in the synthesized trajectories

are compared to the emotional variation in the true data. If the two trajectories of non-

critical articulators are similar in terms of emotional variation, it can be inferred that the

emotion-dependent variability of non-critical articulators is a secondary effect of the control

of critical articulators.

A. Model description

This section describes an articulatory model (Kim et al., 2014b) that was used for the

aforementioned simulation experiment. This model estimates trajectories of non-critical

articulators based on only the following two factors: (i) the contextual constraints of the

preceding or following time points when said articulators are critical, (ii) physiological con-

straints on said non-critical articulators from articulators that are critical ar the time point

in question. This estimation problem is formulated as the following: Let fi(t) denotes the

position of i-th articulator at time t. fi(tc) is the position of the i-articulator at the near-

est critical time point tc from the current time t for the i-th articulator. Hence, this term

represents the influence of the contextual constraints from the nearest critical point. f̂p
i (t)

represents the influence of the physiological constraints on the i-articulator. The estimated

position of the i-th articulator, f̂i(t) is modeled by convex combination of fi(tc) and f̂p
i (t),

using a weighting function Ki(t) ∈ [0,1] as follows:

f̂i(t) = fi(tc)Ki(t) + f̂p
i (t)(1 −Ki(t)) (2)

The weighting on the contextual factor should be negatively correlated to ∣t − tc∣, but the

nature (linear or non-linear) of this function is unknown. Hence, Ki(t) is modeled by the
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non-linear function as follows:

Ki(t) =
1

1 + exp(−η(λi(t) − ξ))
(3)

This sigmoid function can also be close to linear depending on the hyper-parameters η and

ξ which are tuned on the development set. λi(t) ∈ [0,1] denotes a monotonically increasing

function of ∣t − tc∣, thus Ki(t) is monotonically decreasing.

f̂p
i (t) is a function of the positions of only corresponding critical articulators at t as

follows:

f̂p
i (t) =

NC(t)

∑
l=1
l≠i

(αi,lfl(t)) + βi (4)

where NC(t) is the number of the corresponding critical articulators at t; αi,l and βi are the

coefficients of the model. It is reasonably assumed that the effect of physiological constraints

among articulators can be represented by an affine map. For example, the physiological

influence from the position of the jaw to the position of the lower lip is computed by rotation,

scaling and translation, those are affine transformation. Note that the critical articulators’

data used for representing fp
i (t) do not include the data of the i-th articulator itself.

Finally, the optimal f̂i(t) is found by minimizing J :

J =
M

∑
t=1

∣fi(t) − f̂i(t)∣
2

(5)

where M is the number of articulatory frames used for tuning the parameters of Ki(t).

B. Synthesis of non-critical trajectories

In order to minimize the effect of erroneous articulatory data, we excluded utterances in

which any of the articulatory data is out of empirically selected upper and lower boundaries.

For each dimension of each speaker’s data, the upper boundary is 0.95 quantile + 2 ×

standard deviation, while the lower boundary is 0.05 quantile - 2 × standard deviation.

Then, each dimension of articulatory data of each speaker is scaled to the range of [0, 1]

for fair evaluation. Table V shows the number of utterances selected for the simulation

experiment.
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The critical time point for each critical articulator for consonants is selected at the

maximum constriction point of the articulator. We followed the distinction of critical and

non-critical articulators in Table II for consonants. For vowels, the critical time point is

decided based at the maximum opening point of the jaw and the tongue dorsum (in the

vertical direction). The upper lip data is excluded in this experiment, because the upper lip is

not anatomically constrained to any of the other articulators monitored in this dataset. Also,

it was reported that the upper lip data did not improve the estimation performance (Kim

et al., 2014b).

Our model is trained in leave-one-utterance-out setup for each emotion and each com-

bination set of critical articulators, except the estimating articulator, because αi,l and βi

of fp
i in (4) depends on the combination. After the train and development sets are equally

divided, f̂p
i (t) is trained on the train set. The parameters of Ki(t) are tuned on the develop-

ment set. The performance of our final model f̂i(t),∀i is evaluated in terms of the mean of

the root-mean-squared-error (RMSE), denoted by ERMSE, and the mean of the correlation

coefficient, denoted by ECORR, between the true trajectory and the estimated trajectory of

all utterances.

We first demonstrate that our model can estimate articulatory trajectories well for all

emotions. Table VI shows the evaluation results of the estimated articulatory trajectories in

terms of RMSE and correlation coefficient. Our model shows satisfactory estimation perfor-

mance (maximum ERMSE = 0.079, minimum ECORR = 0.794) for data of all speakers and all

emotions. This estimation performance is similar to one reported in our previous study (Kim

et al., 2014b), which was performed with different sentences and emotions (neutrality, anger,

happiness, sadness and fear). The result in Table VI suggests that the trajectories of non-

critical articulators is estimated reasonably well for the five target emotions in the dataset.

It also suggests that the positions of non-critical articulators are considerably dependent on

the positions of the corresponding critical articulators and the closest critical moment of the

(non-critical) articulators. Figure 15 illustrates true and estimated vertical trajectories of

the tongue tip, the tongue dorsum, and the lower lip for the sentence “I saw nine tight night
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pipes in the sky last night,” showing high similarity between the trajectories.

C. Analysis

In this section, we discuss the emotion-dependent variability of the non-critical artic-

ulators by comparing the true and simulated articulatory data. The emotion-dependent

variability between the true articulatory data and the estimated data from the aforemen-

tioned model was compared by means of discriminant analysis and a statistical test. For the

discriminant analysis experiment, emotion model was trained on the true data and tested

in the estimated data. The classification accuracy on the estimated data was compared to

the classification accuracy on the true data. Similar accuracy between the two results is an

evidence for the high similarity between the true and estimation data in terms of emotion-

dependent articulatory variability. For discriminant function, we used 2D normal density

model, one mode for each emotion, in the Mahalanobis distance space.

The test statistic of the pair-sample t-test was used for the similarity metric of the two

distributions: one for the true data and the other for the estimated data. The analysis was

performed for each phone, each emotion and each articulator. Each of true and estimated

data was subtracted to the centroid of corresponding neutral data so that the distribution

of each emotion represents the deviation from the neutral emotion.

D. Results

Figure 13 shows the emotion classification results. In most cases, the classification ac-

curacy of estimated data is similar to the classification accuracy of true data. This indicates

high similarity between true and estimated data in terms of the emotion-dependent variation

of articulatory position distribution, and suggests that the large variability of non-critical

articulators depending on emotion is significantly dependent on the controls of critical ar-

ticulators.

We also investigated the similarity between true and estimated data for individual emo-
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tions using the pair-sample t-test. The p-value less than 0.05 indicates that the means of

the two distributions (true and estimated data) are statistically significantly different at the

level of α = 0.05, suggesting that overall, the emotional variations of the true and simulated

data are significantly different in terms of their means. Although high p-value cannot be

directly interpreted as a statistical evidence for the validity of null hypothesis, it can be

used as a similarity metric of true and estimated data in terms of their mean. Figure 14

shows the p-value of pair-sample t-test for each speaker, each phone, each dimension and

each articulator. Results of neutrality are omitted, because the means of their distributions

are always 0. Note that the distribution of each emotion was normalized by subtracting

to the centroid of neutrality. In many cases (Not marked by an asterisk in Figure 14) the

p-value is greater than 0.05, so the null hypothesis that the mean of true and estimated data

is significantly different cannot be rejected at the level of α = 0.05 for these cases. In fact,

the p-value is often considerably high. This is a supporting evidence for high similarity of

the mean of true and estimated data in the cases. The result of high similarity suggests

that the postural variation of non-critical articulators is often significantly dependent on

the controls of critical articulators. The cases of high similarity are not consistent across

speakers, suggesting large speaker variability on the dependency of non-critical articulators

to critical articulators in emotional speech.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study provides evidence that the emotional variation pattern of articulatory po-

sitions during CVC syllables depends on the degree of linguistic criticality of articulators

for the first and the final consonants. When articulators are critical for the consonants

in the CVC syllables, high arousal emotions show more peripheral articulatory movements

with large movement range, especially in the vertical direction, while it was the other way

around for low arousal emotions. The dispersion pattern of critical cases is in line with the

experimental results of previous studies, i.e. large movement range and large opening for
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anger (Lee et al., 2005, 2006, 2008; Erickson et al., 2000). Relative articulatory positioning

of the five emotions for non-critical cases is not as sensitive to the manner of articulation

for each phone as those for critical cases. One possible implication of these articulatory

variations is the modulation of the vocal tract variables in the Task Dynamics as a result of

emotion coloring. For example, when the tongue tip is critical for the initial or final conso-

nants in a CVC syllable, tongue tip constriction degree in vowel regions can be higher (larger

opening) for high arousal emotions than low arousal emotions. In summary, results suggest

that the emotional variation pattern of articulators depends on the linguistic criticality of

the articulators.

Considering speaker-independent behaviors observed in this study, our experimental re-

sults also support the hypothesis that the emotional variation of articulatory positioning

for vowels is associated with linguistic criticality of the tongue body (the tongue dorsum

sensor parameters were used) in terms of the average of distance between the mean positions

of different emotions. Supporting evidence was found by comparison between palatal and

pharyngeal vowels in their movement directions (critical and non-critical) in terms of the

average of centroid distances between emotion cluster pairs in Sec. V.B. Larger variance

of non-critical articulatory trajectories when compared with critical articulatory trajecto-

ries were reported in literature (Papcun et al., 1992; Frankel and King, 2001), and this

characteristic was employed for statistical identification of articulatory roles (Jackson and

Singampalli, 2009). The experimental results in the present study provide additional in-

formation for vowels, i.e. the inter-emotion variance of articulatory positions is greater in

the non-critical articulatory direction than in the critical articulatory direction. This sug-

gests that the large variance of articulatory movements due to low linguistic criticality is an

important factor of emotional modulation for vowels.

Previous studies have shown that tongue dorsum positions are dependent on emotion.

For example, Erickson et al. (2000) reported that upward positioning and backward posi-

tioning of the tongue dorsum were observed for suspicion and admiration, respectively, in

two vowels, /æ/ and /2/ in an utterance “That’s wonderful.” The present study reports
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another speaker-independent characteristic in that the mean position of the tongue dorsum

for velar stops is more forwarded and upward for hot anger than for other emotions. This

tongue dorsum positioning for hot anger was consistently observed for all speakers only when

the tongue dorsum were critical, implying that the exaggerated closure gesture of the tongue

dorsum for velar stops is a characteristic of hot anger.

Non-critical articulators comprise dependent and redundant articulators according to

the three-level categorization (critical, dependent, redundant) by Jackson and Singampalli

(2009); Guenther (1995). Dependent articulators refer to articulators whose movements are

significantly dependent on the movements of critical articulators due to anatomical structure

and/or coordinated articulatory controls for linguistic encoding. For example, the tongue

blade is a dependent articulator of the tongue tip, and the jaw is a dependent articulator of

the lower lip in general. Redundant articulators refer to the remaining articulators whose

movements are little dependent on the critical movements. Although the present study con-

sidered only critical and redundant articulators, controls of dependent articulators are also

important to understand the detailed vocal tract shaping in emotional speeech. Also, this

study did not consider the jaw, although previous studies (Erickson et al., 2000, 2004, 2006)

have shown that vertical jaw positioning is emotionally distinctive. In addition, jaw open-

ing has been generally employed as a basic control of speech rhythm in literature (Nelson

et al., 1984; Fujimura and Erickson, 2004), so a better understanding of jaw movement can

be useful for a comprehensive model that incorporates articulatory and rhythmic aspects

of expressive speech. We have reported elsewhere (Kim et al., 2014a) preliminary work on

prosodic variations of emotional speech in the Converter/Distributor model framework (Fu-

jimura, 2000), investigating temporal variations of articulatory movements depending on

emotion, reflected in the model parameters.

The results of our analyses still cast an open question: What are the acoustic and per-

ceptual consequences of the emotional variations of critical and non-critical articulators,

observed in the present study? Emotion perception tests with an articulatory synthesizer

incorporating the controls of both critical and non-critical articulators will be useful for
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answering this question, although the articulatory synthesizer should be improved for min-

imizing potential loss of perceptual emotion quality first. In order to fully understand

the variations of emotional speech production, it is important to know how the emotional

variations of speech production components are related to each other, not only among ar-

ticulators, but also with other emotionally crucial voice cues, i.e., prosody (pitch, energy

and duration), intonation and voice quality. Well known articulatory synthesizers, e.g., the

ones developed by Rubin et al. (1996); Maeda (1982); Toutios and Narayanan (2013), do

not incorporate para-linguistic aspects of expressive speech yet. These remain topics for

future research. Also, in the simulation experiment in Sec. VI, our model of estimating

(linguistically) non-critical trajectories considers only the physiological constraints between

critical articulators and individual non-critical articulator, although the physiological con-

straint among non-critical articulators, e.g., the tongue tip and the tongue dorsum when

producing a labial consonant, also exists. Incorporating this constraint in the model is also

our future work.
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APPENDIX A: THE LIST OF SENTENCES OF OUR EMA DATABASE

The EMA database used in this study includes repetition of seven sentences. The list

of the sentences is:

• Say peep again? That’s wonderful.

• It was nine one five two eight nine five seven six two.

• Say pop again? That’s wonderful.

• I saw nine tight night pipes in the sky last night.

• Don’t know how very joyful he was yesterday.

• Say poop again? That’s wonderful.

• Native animals were often captured and taken to the zoo.

The order of the seven sentences was randomized at each repetition of data collection.
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TABLE I. Confusion matrix between evaluated emotion determined by majority voting and

target emotion of speakers. Neu is neutrality, Han is hot anger, Can is cold anger, Hap is

happiness and Sad is sadness. The numbers in bold are the greatest of evaluated emotion

cell for each target emotion, each speaker and each intended style.

Evaluated emotion

JN JR SB

Emo Neu Han Can Hap Sad Neu Han Can Hap Sad Neu Han Can Hap Sad

T
ar

ge
t

em
ot

io
n

N
or

m
al

Neu 28 0 2 0 4 33 0 1 0 0 28 0 0 0 0

Han 0 13 12 4 0 1 10 20 0 0 4 0 12 1 1

Can 0 1 28 0 1 0 8 18 0 1 0 8 18 0 1

Hap 1 0 0 33 0 0 0 0 23 10 7 0 1 20 0

Sad 0 0 2 0 28 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 0 28

L
ou

d

Neu 5 8 15 0 0 32 0 1 0 0 26 0 1 0 1

Han 0 21 2 0 0 0 21 9 0 0 0 28 0 0 0

Can 0 6 19 0 0 0 9 16 0 0 0 10 18 0 0

Hap 0 3 0 18 0 0 2 1 26 1 0 2 0 24 0

Sad 0 0 1 1 25 0 0 0 3 31 0 0 0 0 28
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TABLE II. List of stop and fricative consonants in the EMA database and the flesh point

sensors of critical articulators of them. Note that /s/ and /z/ have two critical articulators,

because both tongue tip constriction and tongue dorsum wide opening gestures are critical

for the production of the phones (Nam et al., 2004). The list of vowels in the EMA database

is [A, æ, @, O, 2, aU, aI, E, eI, I, i, oU, OI, u]. The flesh-point sensors corresponding to

critical or non-critical articulators of vowels is not specified here due to their less clarity

than consonants.

phone Critical articulator Non-critical articulator

d Tongue tip Tongue dorsum, lower lip

D Tongue tip Tongue dorsum, lower lip

f Lower lip Tongue tip, tongue dorsum

g Tongue dorsum Tongue tip, lower lip

k Tongue dorsum Tongue tip, lower lip

m Lower lip Tongue tip, tongue dorsum

n Tongue tip Tongue dorsum, lower lip

p Lower lip Tongue tip, tongue dorsum

s Tongue tip, tongue dorsum Lower lip

t Tongue tip Tongue dorsum, lower lip

v Lower lip Tongue tip, tongue dorsum

z Tongue tip, tongue dorsum lower lip
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TABLE III. Number of CVC syllable samples used for analysis. Neu is neutrality, Han is hot

anger, Can is cold anger, Hap is happiness and Sad is sadness. CAC1 indicates the critical

articulator of the first consonant of its syllable, and CAC2 indicates the critical articulator

of the second consonant of its syllable. TT is the tongue tip, L is the lips.

JN JR SB

CVC CAC1 CAC2 Neu Han Can Hap Sad Neu Han Can Hap Sad Neu Han Can Hap Sad

/p i p/ L L 4 4 15 7 6 7 3 14 11 8 9 4 9 8 8

/n aI n/ TT TT 20 33 29 19 22 32 35 15 20 34 29 26 19 18 24

/f aI v/ L L 14 22 22 10 14 22 30 8 10 24 20 18 14 10 16

/p A p/ L L 6 6 10 10 8 10 2 13 11 9 8 7 7 7 8

/t aI t/ TT TT 6 11 7 9 8 10 5 7 10 10 9 8 5 8 8

/n aI t/ TT TT 10 14 22 20 14 16 8 18 22 20 18 12 16 12 16

/p aI p/ L L 6 11 7 9 8 10 5 7 10 10 9 8 5 8 8

/d oU n/ TT TT 2 5 16 9 10 10 12 9 4 14 9 6 9 5 11

/p u p/ L L 5 7 11 10 7 8 4 9 11 10 9 6 8 6 8
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TABLE IV. The results of one-tailed t-test with mean deviation measure on the hypothesis

that non-critical articulator has greater range of articulatory target position for each phone

within emotion than critical articulator. ‘x axis,’ ‘y axis’ indicates the results of test on mean

deviation value of the horizontal articulatory position or the vertical articulatory position,

respectively. Neu is neutrality, Han is hot anger, Can is cold anger, Hap is happiness

and Sad is sadness. Only consonants are included in this analysis. Numbers in bold are

statistically significant (p < 0.05). T -statistic is out of parenthesis in each cell, and p-value

is in parenthesis.

Speaker Emo

Tongue tip Tongue dorsum Lower lip

x axis y axis x axis y axis x axis y axis

JN

Neu 0.46(0.33) 0.30(0.38) 0.42(0.34) 1.49(0.08) 1.32(0.11) 3.88(0.00)

Han 1.13(0.14) 1.84(0.05) 0.35(0.37) 2.12(0.03) 3.08(0.01) 2.90(0.01)

Can -1.14(0.86) 1.66(0.06) 1.14(0.14) 2.35(0.02) 1.84(0.05) 4.85(0.00)

Hap -0.48(0.68) 0.62(0.27) 2.39(0.02) 1.45(0.09) 2.48(0.02) 2.68(0.01)

Sad -0.44(0.66) 0.47(0.32) 1.64(0.07) 2.49(0.02) 1.75(0.06) 2.89(0.01)

JR

Neu 1.34(0.11) 2.44(0.02) 2.41(0.02) 3.48(0.00) 0.52(0.31) 1.12(0.15)

Han 1.87(0.05) 2.13(0.03) 2.11(0.03) 1.87(0.05) 2.13(0.03) 1.77(0.05)

Can 1.78(0.05) 2.44(0.02) 2.78(0.01) 2.04(0.04) 2.24(0.03) 2.79(0.01)

Hap 0.44(0.34) 1.38(0.10) 3.34(0.00) 2.31(0.02) 1.48(0.09) -0.14(0.55)

Sad 2.08(0.03) 2.55(0.02) 1.58(0.07) 2.65(0.01) 2.01(0.04) 1.42(0.09)

SB

Neu -0.03(0.51) 1.86(0.05) -1.29(0.89) 1.16(0.14) 2.61(0.01) 2.05(0.03)

Han -0.01(0.50) 1.92(0.04) 0.92(0.19) 1.71(0.06) 2.11(0.03) 2.72(0.01)

Can 0.07(0.47) 1.85(0.05) -0.03(0.51) 2.48(0.02) 2.31(0.02) 2.59(0.01)

Hap 0.19(0.43) 1.82(0.05) 2.09(0.03) 1.44(0.09) 2.27(0.02) 1.57(0.07)

Sad 0.03(0.49) 2.04(0.03) 0.73(0.24) 1.27(0.12) 1.99(0.04) 1.32(0.11)
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TABLE V. The number of utterances selected for simulation experiment.

Speaker Neutrality Hot anger Cold anger Happiness Sadness

JN 30 43 77 53 50

JR 62 44 55 48 67

SB 48 44 46 43 48
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TABLE VI. The results of evaluation of the estimated articulatory trajectories. The mean

of RMSE or correlation coefficient is shown without parenthesis. The standard derivation is

shown in parenthesis.

Speaker Neutrality Hot anger Cold anger Happiness Sadness

JN
ERMSE 0.079 (0.030) 0.074 (0.018) 0.074 (0.021) 0.072 (0.017) 0.071 (0.022)

ECORR 0.848 (0.116) 0.847 (0.096) 0.845 (0.122) 0.855 (0.102) 0.846 (0.130)

JR
ERMSE 0.071 (0.023) 0.070 (0.022) 0.072 (0.024) 0.070 (0.020) 0.069 (0.023)

ECORR 0.869 (0.121) 0.864 (0.109) 0.856 (0.125) 0.865 (0.112) 0.862 (0.117)

SB
ERMSE 0.079 (0.035) 0.071 (0.026) 0.077 (0.023) 0.071 (0.026) 0.075 (0.021)

ECORR 0.847 (0.135) 0.794 (0.141) 0.814 (0.116) 0.845 (0.119) 0.801 (0.162)
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1 FIGURES

Figure 1: Placement of EMA sensors in the mid-sagittal plane.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Figure 2: The five landmark points on the trajectory of the lower lip in /p a p/.
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p ≤ 0.05 0.05 < p ≤ 0.07 p > 0.07

Figure 3: P-value of Kruskal-Wallis test on each articulatory parameters, such as horizontal and
vertical positions, tangential speed and tangential acceleration at each landmark point. ‘POS x’ is
the position in the x axis, ‘POS y’ is the position in the y axis, ‘LM’ is landmark, ‘SPD’ is tangential
speed, ‘ACC’ is tangential acceleration.
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Figure 4: Histograms of the vertical velocity of the tongue tip at releasing onset point (landmark
1) for each emotion in JN’s data.
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Figure 5: Example plots (speaker JN) of sample distributions (represented by 2-sigma ellipses) of
articulatory positions at different landmarks.
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Figure 6: Averaged articulatory trajectories of each emotion for “nine tight night pipes” in the
sentence 4 in JN’s data. The two plots from the top show the averaged trajectories of the tongue
tip; the other two plots show those of the lower lip.
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Figure 7: Correlation coefficients of two averaged trajectories of the tongue tip and the lower lip in
the vertical direction.
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Figure 8: Box plots of the average of centroid distance among emotion cluster pairs. CA is critical
articulator case, NCA is non-critical articulator case. C() denotes consonants. Vowels are analyzed
separately from consonants, because of their different nature for determining critical or non-critical
articulator in this study. The Value above each box plot is the mean of each case.
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Figure 10: Relative mean (centroid) of the horizontal (top subplot) and vertical (bottom subplot)
positions of each emotion cluster for each phone to the neutrality (which is aligned to 0 on the y
axis) in JN’s tongue dorsum data.
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or vertical (right plot) tongue dorsum positions, contrasted based on critical constriction gestures,
such palatal constriction and pharyngeal constriction of the tongue dorsum, for vowels.
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Figure 12: Scatter plots of the mean deviation of articulatory positions of each emotion of SB.
Divided by 2 gray solid lines, the left most block is critical articulator (noted as CA), middle block
is consonant non-critical articulator (NCA), the right most block is vowel non-critical articulator.
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Figure 14: t-statistic of the pair-sample t-test on two distributions, one of true data and the other
of estimated data for non-critical articulators for each phone, each articulator, each emotion and
each speaker. ∗ indicates that p-value is less than 0.05 for the case.
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Figure 15: Example plots of the true and estimated trajectories of the tongue tip, the tongue dorsum
and the lower lip in the vertical direction. An utterance of neutral emotion in JN’s data is used.
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